Exploring a polygon with robots when the robots do not have knowledge of the surroundings can be viewed as an online problem. Typical for online problems is that decisions must be made based on past events without complete information about the future. In our case the robots do not have complete information about the environment. Competitive analysis can be used to measure the performance of methods solving online problems. The competitive ratio of such a method is the ratio between the method's performance and the performance of the best method having full knowledge of the future. We prove constant competitive strategies and lower bounds for exploring a simple rectilinear polygon in the L 1 metric.
Introduction
Exploring an environment is an important and well studied problem in robotics. In many realistic situations the robots do not possess complete knowledge about the environment, e.g., they may not have a map of the surroundings [1, 2, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The search of the robots can be viewed as an online problem since the robots' decisions about the search are based only on the part of the environment that they have seen so far. We use the framework of competitive analysis to measure the performance of an online search strategy S. The competitive ratio of S is defined as the maximum of the ratio of the distance traveled by the robot that moves the farthest using S to the optimal distance of the search.
We are interested in obtaining good bounds for the competitive ratio of exploring a rectilinear polygon. The search is modeled by paths or closed tours followed by one or more point sized robots inside the polygon, given a starting point for the search. The only information that the robots have about the surrounding polygon is the part of the polygon that they together have seen so far.
For the case of exploration with one robot, this problem is also known as the shortest watchman route problem, Deng et al. [4] show a deterministic strategy having competitive ratio two for this problem if distance is measured according to the L 1 -metric. Hammar et al. [5] prove a strategy with competitive ratio 5 3 and Kleinberg [7] proves a lower bound of 5 4 for the competitive ratio of any deterministic strategy. We will show a deterministic strategy obtaining a competitive ratio of 3 2 for searching a rectilinear polygon in the L 1 -metric with one robot. We also present a lower bound of 2 for the corresponding path exploration problem for one robot in rectilinear polygons and competitive results on exploration with two and three robots.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present some definitions and preliminary results. In Section 3 we give an overview of the strategy by Deng et al. [4] . Section 4 contains an improved strategy for single robot exploration giving a competitive ratio of 3 2 . In Sections 5 and 6 we consider path exploration and exploration with multiple robots.
Preliminaries
We will henceforth always measure distance according to the L 1 metric, i.e., the distance between two points p and q is defined by ||p, q|| = |p x − q x | + |p y − q y |,
where p x and q x are the x-coordinates of p and q and p y and q y are the y-coordinates. We define the x-distance between p and q to be ||p, q|| x = |p x − q x | and the y-distance to be ||p, q|| y = |p y − q y |.
If C is a polygonal curve, then the length of C, denoted by length(C), is defined as the sum of the distances between consecutive pairs of segment end points in C.
Let P be a simple rectilinear polygon. Two points in P are said to see each other, or be visible to each other, if the line segment connecting the points lies in P. Let p be a point somewhere inside P. A watchman route through p is defined to be a closed curve C that passes through p such that every point in P is seen by some point on C. The shortest watchman route through p is denoted by SWR p . It can be shown that the shortest watchman route in a simple polygon is a closed polygonal curve [3] .
Since we are only interested in the L 1 length of a polygonal curve we can assume that the curve is rectilinear, that is, the segments of the curve are all axis parallel. Note that the shortest rectilinear watchman route through a point p is not necessarily unique.
For a point p in P we define four quadrants with respect to p. Those are the regions obtained by cutting P along the two maximal axis parallel line segments that pass through p. The four quadrants are denoted by Q 1 (p), Q 2 (p), Q 3 (p), and Q 4 (p) in anti-clockwise order from the top right quadrant to the bottom right quadrant. We let Q i,j (p) denote the union of Q i (p) and Q j (p).
Consider a reflex vertex of P. The two edges of P connecting at the reflex vertex can each be extended inside P until the extensions reach a boundary point. The segments thus constructed are called extensions and to each extension a direction is associated. The direction is the same as that of the collinear polygon edge as we follow the boundary of P in clockwise order. We use the four compass directions north, west, south, and east to denote the direction of an extension.
Lemma 2.1 (Chin and Ntafos [3]). A closed curve is a watchman route for P if and only if the curve has at least one point to the right of every extension of P.
Our first objective is to present a competitive online strategy that enables a robot to follow a closed curve from the start point s in P and back to s with the curve being a watchman route for P.
An extension e splits P into two sets P l and P r with P l to the left of e and P r to the right. We say a point p is to the left of e if p belongs to P l . To the right is defined analogously.
As a further definition we say that an extension e is a left extension with respect to a point p, if p lies to the left of e, and an extension e dominates another extension e , if all points of P to the right of e are also to the right of e . By Lemma 2.1 we are only interested in the extensions that are left extensions with respect to the starting point s since the other ones already have a point (the point s) to the right of them. So without loss of clarity when we mention extensions we will always mean extensions that are left extensions with respect to s. 
An overview of GO
Consider a rectilinear polygon P that is not a priori known to the robot. Let s be the robot's initial position inside P. For the starting position s of the robot we associate a point f 0 on the boundary of P that is visible from s and call f 0 the principal projection point of s. For instance, we can choose f 0 to be the first point on the boundary that is hit by an upward ray starting at s. Let f be the end point of the boundary that the robot sees as we scan the boundary of P in clockwise order; see Fig. 1(a) . The point f is called the current frontier.
Let C be a polygonal curve starting at s. Formally a frontier f of C is a vertex of the visibility polygon, VP(C) of C adjacent to an edge e of VP(C) that is not an edge of P. Extend e until it hits a point q on C and let v be the vertex of P that is first encountered as we move along the line segment [q, f ] from q to f . We denote the left extension with respect to s associated to the vertex v by ext(f ); see Figs. 1(b) and (c).
Deng et al. [4] introduce an online strategy called greedy-online, GO for short, to explore a simple rectilinear polygon P in the L 1 metric. If the starting point s lies on the boundary of P, their strategy, we call it BGO, goes as follows: from the starting point scan the boundary clockwise and establish the first frontier f . Move to the closest point on ext(f ) and establish the next frontier. Continue in this fashion until all of P has been seen and move back to the starting point.
Deng et al. show that a robot using strategy BGO to explore a rectilinear polygon follows a tour with shortest length, i.e., BGO has competitive ratio one. They also present a similar strategy, called IGO, for the case when the starting point s lies in the interior of P. For IGO they show a competitive ratio of two, i.e., IGO specifies a tour that is at most twice as long as the shortest watchman route through s.
IGO shoots a ray upwards to establish a principal projection point f 0 and then scans the boundary clockwise to obtain the frontier. Next, it proceeds exactly as BGO, moving to the closest point on the extension of the frontier, updating the frontier, and repeating the process until all of the polygon has been seen.
It is clear that BGO could just as well scan the boundary anti-clockwise instead of clockwise when establishing the frontiers and still have the same competitive ratio. Hence, BGO can be seen as two strategies, one scanning clockwise and the other anti-clockwise. We can therefore parameterize the two strategies so that BGO(p, orient) is the strategy beginning at some point p on the boundary and scanning with orientation orient where orient is either clockwise cw or anti-clockwise aw.
Similarly for IGO, we cannot only choose to scan clockwise or anti-clockwise for the frontier but also choose to shoot the ray giving the first principal projection point in any of the four compass directions north, west, south, or east. Thus IGO in fact becomes eight different strategies that we can parameterize as IGO(p, dir, orient) and the parameter dir can be one of north, south, west, or east.
We further define partial versions of GO starting at boundary and interior points. Strategies PBGO(p, orient, region) and PIGO(p, dir, orient, region) apply GO until either the robot has explored all of region or the robot leaves the region region. The strategies return as result the position of the robot when it leaves region or when region has been explored. Note that PBGO(p, orient, P) and PIGO(p, dir, orient, P) are the same strategies as BGO(p, orient) and IGO(p, dir, orient), respectively, except that they do not move back to p when all of P has been seen.
The strategy CGO
We present a new strategy competitive-greedy-online (CGO) that explores two quadrants simultaneously without using up too much distance. We assume that s lies in the interior of P since otherwise we can use BGO and achieve an optimal route. The strategy uses two frontier points simultaneously to improve the competitive ratio. However, to initiate the exploration, the strategy begins by performing a scan of the polygon boundary to decide in which direction to start the exploration. This is to minimize the loss inflicted upon us by our choice of initial direction. The initial scan works as follows: construct the visibility polygon VP(s) of the initial point s. Consider the set of edges in VP(s) not coinciding with the boundary of P. The end points of these edges define a set of frontier points each having an associated left extension. Let e denote the left extension that is furthest from s (distance being measured orthogonally to the extension). Let l be the infinite line through e. We rotate the view point of s so that Q 3 (s) and Q 4 (s) intersect l, whereas Q 1 (s) and Q 2 (s) do not. Hence, e is a horizontal extension lying below s. The initial direction of exploration is upwards through Q 1 (s) and Q 2 (s). The two frontier points used by the strategy are obtained as follows: the left frontier f l is established by shooting a ray towards the left for the left principal projection point f 0 l and then scan the boundary in clockwise direction for f l ; see Fig.1(d) . The right frontier f r is established by shooting a ray towards the right for the right principal projection point f 0 r and then scan the boundary in anti-clockwise direction for f r ; see Fig. 1(d) . To each frontier point we associate a left extension ext(f l ) and a right extension ext(f r ) with respect to s.
The strategy CGO, presented in pseudo-code below makes use of three different substrategies: CGO-0, CGO-1, and CGO-2, which each takes care of specific cases that can occur. Subsequently we will prove the correctness and competitive ratio for each of the substrategies.
Our strategy ensures that whenever it performs one of the substrategies this is the last time that the outermost whileloop is executed. Hence, the loop is repeated only when the strategy does not enter any of the specified substrategies. The loop will lead the strategy to follow a straight line and we will maintain the invariant during the while-loop that all of the region Q 3,4 (p) ∩ Q 1,2 (s) has been seen.
We distinguish four classes of extensions. A is the class of extensions e whose defining edge is above e, B is the class of extensions e whose defining edge is below e. Similarly, L is the class of extensions e whose defining edge is to the left of e, and R is the class of extensions e whose defining edge is to the right of e. For conciseness, we use C 1 C 2 as a shorthand for the Cartesian product C 1 × C 2 of the two classes C 1 and C 2 .
We define two key vertices u and v together with their extensions ext(u) and ext(v) that are useful to establish the correct substrategy to enter. The vertex u lies in Each of the substrategies is presented in sequence and for each of them we prove that if CGO executes the substrategy, then the competitive ratio of CGO is bounded by 3 2 . Let FR s be the closed route followed by strategy CGO starting at an interior point s. Let FR s (p, q, orient) denote the subpath of FR s followed in direction orient from point p to point q, where orient can either be cw (clockwise) or aw (anti-clockwise). Similarly, we define the subpath SWR s (p, q, orient) of SWR s . We denote by SP(p, q) a shortest rectilinear path from p to q inside P.
We begin by establishing two simple but useful lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. If t is a point on some tour SWR s , then length(SWR t ) length(SWR s ).
Proof. Since SWR s passes through t, the route is a watchman route through t. But since SWR t is the shortest watchman route through t, the lemma follows. 
Proof
. SWR s encloses all the points in S and since we calculate length according to the L 1 metric, the smallest tour enclosing the points is the smallest rectangle containing them. The length of the rectangle's perimeter is as stated, proving the result.
The structures of the following proofs are very similar to each other. In each case we will establish a point t that we can ensure is passed by SWR s and that either lies on the boundary of P or can be viewed as to lie on the boundary of P. We then consider the tour SWR t and compare its length the length of FR s . By Lemma 4.1 we know that length(SWR t ) length(SWR s ), hence the difference in length between FR s and SWR t is an upper bound on the loss produced by CGO.
We start by presenting CGO-0, which does the following: Let p be the current robot position. If Q 1 (p) is completely seen from p then we run PIGO(p, north, aw, P) and move back to the starting point s, otherwise Q 2 (p) is completely seen from p and we run PIGO(p, north, cw, P) and move back to the starting point s.
Lemma 4.3. If the strategy applies substrategy CGO-0, then length(FR s ) = length(SWR s ).
Proof. Assume that CGO-0 realizes that when FR s reaches the point p, then Q 1 (p) is completely seen from p. The other case that Q 2 (p) is completely seen from p is symmetric.
Since the path FR s (s, p, orient) that the strategy has followed when it reaches point p is a straight line, the point p is the currently topmost point of the path. Hence, we can add a vertical spike issued by the boundary point immediately above p, giving a new polygon P having p on the boundary and furthermore with the same shortest watchman route through p as P. This means that performing strategy IGO(p, north, orient) in P yields the same result as performing BGO(p, orient) in P , p being a boundary point in P , and orient being either cw or aw. The tour followed is therefore a shortest watchman route through the point p in both P and P. Also the point p lies on an extension with respect to s, by the way p is defined, and it is the closest point to s such that all of Q 1 (s) has been seen by the path FR s (s, p, orient) If all of Q 1 (s) has been seen then we explore the remaining part of P using PIGO(p, east, aw, P), where p is the current robot position.
If ext(v) no longer crosses the vertical line through s then we either need to continue the exploration by moving to the right or return to u and explore the remaining part of the polygon from there.
If ||s, p|| y + ||s, u|| x ||s, v|| x we choose to return to u. If ext(u) ∈ A we run PBGO(u, aw, P) and if ext(u) ∈ B we use PBGO(u, cw, P); see Fig. 3 . Otherwise, ||s, p|| y + ||s, u|| x > ||s, v|| x and in this case we move to the closest point v on ext (v) . By definition, the extension of v is either in A or B in this case.
If ext(v) ∈ B then v = v and we choose to run PBGO(v, aw, P). Otherwise, ext(v) ∈ A. If Qv is seen from v then the entire quadrant has been explored and we run PIGO(v , east, aw, P) to explore the remainder of the polygon. If Qv is not seen from v then there are still things hidden from the robot in Q 1 (v). We explore the rest of the quadrant using PBGO(v , north, aw, Qv) reaching a point q where a second decision needs to be made.
If v is seen from the starting point and ||s, q|| x ||s, v||, we go back to v and run PBGO(v, aw, P), otherwise we run PIGO(q, east, cw, P) from the interior point q; see Fig. 5 .
If v is not seen from the starting point s then we go back to v and run PBGO(v, aw, P).
To finish the substrategy CGO-1 our last step is to return to the starting point s. where r is the last intersection point of FR s with the horizontal line through s. Assume for the third case that CGO-1 goes to the right, i.e., that ||s, p|| y + ||s, u|| x > ||s, v|| x . We begin by handling the different subcases that are independent of whether s sees v; see Figs. 4(a) and (b). The tour followed equals one of Assume now that CGO-1 goes to the right, i.e., that ||s, p|| y + ||s, u|| x > ||s, v|| x and that v is indeed seen from s; see Figs. 5(a) and (b). The tour followed in this case is one of
where q is the resulting location after exploring Q 1 (v). Here we use that v is seen from s, and hence, that the initial scan guarantees that there is a point t of SWR s in Q 3,4 (s) such that ||s, t|| y ||s, v|| x , thus On the other hand, when v is not seen from s, the tour follows the path marked with ( * ) above; see Fig. 5(c) . Thus, the polygon boundary obscures the view from s to v, and hence, there is a point q on the boundary such that the shortest path from s to v contains q . The path our strategy follows between s and v is a shortest path and we can therefore assume that it also passed through q . We use that ||s, q || x ||s, v|| x ||s, q|| x to get the bound. We continue the analysis by first showing the substrategy CGO-2 and then proving its competitive ratio. The strategy does the following: if ||s, u|| x ||s, v|| x then we mirror P at the vertical line through s also swapping the names of u and v. This means that v is closer to the current point p with respect to x-distance than u. Next, go to v , the closest point on ext (v) 
length(FR
is not completely seen from v then we explore Q 1 (v) using PBGO(v , north, cw, Qv ). Once Q 1 (v) is explored we have reached a point q and we make a second decision. If ||s, q|| x ||s, v||, go back to v and run PBGO(v, aw, P), otherwise run PIGO(q, east, cw, P). Finally go back to s. Proof. Assume without loss of generality that ||s, u|| x > ||s, v|| x . The other case is proved symmetrically.
Next, assume that FR s passes through v; see Figs. 6(a)-(c). The tour followed equals one of
where r is the last intersection point of FR s with the horizontal line through s. The inequalities follow from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and that ||s, v || y 0, which concludes the proof.
We have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. CGO is

The path problem
Consider now the situation in which we, instead of a closed tour, wish to obtain a shortest path that explores the interior of our rectilinear polygon, i.e., the path followed by the robot does not have to end at the starting point. Let OPT P s be a shortest exploration path beginning at s. It follows immediately that length(OPT P s ) length(SWR s )/2, since following the path OPT P s to its end point and then back to s yields a tour having twice the length of the path. From this we deduce that the strategy CGO presented previously is 3-competitive for path exploration. We continue to show that any strategy for path exploration must be at least 2-competitive.
Theorem 2.
There is no deterministic strategy for path exploration of a rectilinear polygon that has competitive ratio 2 − for any > 0.
Proof. We construct a counterexample as in Fig. 7 . The starting point for the robot is at the lower left corner of the polygon and it essentially sees only the two walls adjacent to it; see Fig. 7(a) .
The robot now has to move to one of the extensions that it sees. These are both at distance 1 from the starting point. Assume without loss of generality that it moves to the horizontal extension, then the robot realizes that there is a further horizontal extension at distance above it. The robot has the option of either continuing upwards until it has visited all the horizontal extensions (of which the corresponding frontier point is only visible from the previous extension and the extensions are only separated by a distance of ); see Fig. 7(b) . This option will make the robot move a distance of 1/ upwards until it reaches the last extension and moves to the vertical extension where it realizes that there is a notch at point x (which lies at distance below the starting point s) forcing it to move back down to this point. The total distance moved is 2/ + 1 + . The optimal path is to move to the vertical extension first, visit the notch at x and then move upwards until all horizontal extensions have been visited, requiring only a distance of 1 + 2 + 1/ to be moved. The ratio becomes
. On the other hand, if the robot at some point after moving to the first horizontal extension decides to move to the vertical extension it then realizes that it has to move back to the notch at x. If it decides to continue upwards until all horizontal extensions have been visited we have the previous situation. If the robot decides at some point to move downwards to visit the notch at x, then it has to move back up again to visit the next horizontal extension which also turns out to be the last one and the robot terminates at point t; see Fig. 7(c) . Assume that the robot has moved a vertical distance of D 1 when it decides to move down and visit the notch at x. The total distance moved is then 3D + 1 + 3 , whereas the optimal path has length at most D + 1 + 3 and the ratio becomes
, thus concluding the proof.
Exploration with multiple robots
We now look at the situation when several robots together are required to explore a rectilinear polygon. Again we look at the tour variant, i.e., each robot must terminate the exploration at the starting point. We give upper and lower bounds for the situation with two and three robots all starting at the same point. The measure that we optimize on is the length of the longest tour that any of the robots follow.
Let OPT k s be the tour of the robot that moves the longest length of all the k robots. Since a single robot can follow each of the tours that the k robots follow and thus get a watchman route, we have that length(OPT k s ) length(SWR s )/k. We prove lower bounds on the competitive ratio of any exploration strategy using two or three robots. Proof. We first show the lower bound for two robots and later extend it for three robots. The lower bound is based on essentially the same counterexample that Kleinberg uses for the lower bound for a single robot [7] .
The initial polygon is given in Fig. 8(a) and consists of a square with notches in the corners. The length of the sides of the square is 2. Each of the two robots has to move a distance of 2 before it gets to a corner of the polygon and furthermore at most two complete corners can be seen by the robots. Hence placing a notch in one of the corners that
is not yet completely seen requires one of the robots to move 6 units, whereas the optimal motion can be done with only 4 units, thus proving the result. The same proof actually goes through for three robots once you realize that independently of how the three robots start their exploration we can force one of them to move 6 units placing at most three notches as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
We also show a strategy for two robots that has competitive ratio 2. We call the strategy TGO (two-robot GO) since it is based on the GO-strategy of Deng et al. [4] . The two robots each run IGO(s, north, orient), one with orient = cw and the other with orient = aw until the two robots have seen the complete polygon after which they both move back to the starting point. Proof. Let r be the intersection point of SWR s and the vertical axis issuing from s upwards. The intersection point r lies at distance D 0 from s; see Fig. 9(a) . We can view the strategy TGO as first moving the two robots from s to r and then separating, one moving clockwise and the other counterclockwise, following SWR r in two directions until the robots have seen all of the polygon and move back to s.
Consider now the robot that moves the farthest. Let t be the point of intersection between the robot's walk and the last extension that it visits before it realizes that the whole polygon is explored. The robot then moves the distance L = D + length(SWR r (r, t, dir)) + length (SP(t, s) ), where dir is the direction that the robot moves.
Suppose that we follow the tour SWR s from s in the direction that visits the point r before t. We can assume that t is a point on SWR s since it is an intersection point with an extension. Assume without loss of generality that this direction is clockwise. We thus have that , which proves the result. That the analysis is tight follows from the example in Fig. 9(b) .
